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大仁科技大學 112學年度第 1學期四技日間部轉學考 

藥學系藥學組/臨床藥學組 
考試試題 

 

系組：  2年級                                        科目：  英文     
   

注 意 

事 項 

一、本試題共 50 題，每題 2 分，共計 100 分。 

二、請依序將答案寫於答案卷，作答時請標明題號。 

三、未答或答錯不計分。 

說明：以下共 50 個填空題，每題請由四個備選答案中選出一個最適合的字、詞及片語作答。 

 

1. Maybe she won't make us _____ the dishes tonight! 

  A. wash  B. to wash  C. washing 

2. The policeman is running _____ the thief. 

  A. away  B. out  C. after 

3. The nurses work hard to care _____ the patients. 

  A. with  B. by  C. for 

4. _____ that you cheat on exams.  

  A. It has rumor  B. Rumor has it  C. Rumor it has 

5. You need to learn to _____ Spanish. 

  A. talk  B. speak  C. tell 

6. Jennifer was ______ the task of meeting the firm's Chinese clients, as she is fluent in Chinese. 

  A. assigned  B. attached  C. amended  D. assessed 

請接下頁… 
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7. ______ the upgraded security system, all employees will have to carry an ID badge from now on. 

  A. In order to  B. Ever since  C. Because of  D. As far as                    

8. The headquarters building ______ solar-powered lights and toilets that use rainwater. 

  A. proceeds  B. authorizes  C. features  D. manages 

9. The manager asked his secretary to send around a memo to remind employees ______ the     

  afternoon meeting. 

  A. of  B. in  C. for  D. with 

10. Warren Buffett, one of the world's richest men, has decided to give away 85% of his  

  ______ to charity. 

  A. fortune  B. fortunate  C. fortunately  D. misfortune 

11. Please ______ that you turn off all the lights and the air conditioner before leaving the  

  office. 

  A. commit  B. update  C. ensure  D. obtain 

12. After you ______ the report, put it on the boss's desk, and he will read it when he gets the 

  chance. 

  A. will finish  B. had finished  C. to finish  D. finish 

13. ______ by his company's latest sales figures, the general manager decided to throw a party  

  for all his employees. 

  A. Delight  B. Delighting  C. Delighted  D. Delights                     請接下一頁… 
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14. The VP ______ in about 30 minutes, so we need to get everything in order. 

  A. has arrived  B. to arrive  C. was arriving  D. is going to arrive              

15. ______ Greg joined the company a year ago, he has been promoted twice. 

  A. As  B. Since  C. However  D. Moreover 

16. Frank was ______ by an accounting firm that made him their new head of public relations. 

  A. stimulated  B. automated  C. recruited  D. supervised 

17. The two senior executives held a private meeting to try to resolve their differences  

  ______ the company's goals. 

  A. along  B. for  C. through  D. over                                                             

18. With a focus on a younger target audience, the new marketing strategy aims ______  

  sales significantly by the end of next quarter. 

  A. to boost  B. boosting  C. boost  D. boosted 

19. One ______ of the current economic climate is the low price of housing, which should  

  encourage more people to buy property. 

 A. entrance  B. advantage  C. instrument  D. scenery 

20. Safety ______ on the construction site have become stricter since a worker was badly  

  injured last month. 

 A. depression  B. economy  C. bargains  D. regulations 

請接下一頁… 
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21. Some of the desks and chairs were ______ from the meeting room to free up more floor  

  space. 

  A. removed  B. located  C. stuck  D. organized                            

22. New employees can attend the ______ to learn useful information about their new  

  company. 

  A. reference  B. orientation  C. renovation  D. acceptance 

23. If there is no ______ between team members, then everyone's job will be much harder. 

  A. cooperate  B. cooperative  C. cooperation  D. cooperatively 

24. Unless you are ______ told otherwise, you will be expected to join your colleagues at  

  the company outing tomorrow. 

  A. specific  B. specifically  C. specify  D. specification 

25. Newspapers are going under because companies are no longer willing ______ large  

  sums of money on advertising space. 

  A. spending  B. spent  C. to spend  D. spends 

26. ______ Mr. Smith starts working considerably harder, we will have to let him go. 

  A. Even  B. How  C. As if  D. Unless 

27. For its next phase of growth, the automobile manufacturer will focus ______ the  

  Chinese market. 

  A. on  B. up  C. for  D. in                                          請接下一頁… 
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28. Sally was ______ the assignment last night, so I'm sure she will have finished by now. 

  A. looking after  B. working on  C. making up  D. using up 

29. Tanya was transferred to Beijing in January to head up her firm's new China ______. 

  A. operate  B. operation  C. operational  D. operationally 

30. I think the accountant made an ______ in his calculations; these figures just don't add up. 

  A. invoice  B. institute  C. effect  D. error 

31. When he was asked whether the project would proceed, the mayor's response was _____. 

  A. attractive  B. restrictive  C. distinctive  D. affirmative 

32. Paul looked exhausted in class this morning. He _____ up too late last night studying for the   

  test. 

  A. must stay  B. must be staying  C. must be stayed  D. must have stayed 

33. This expert can advise you on how to get _____ for personal injury or medical negligence. 

  A. compensation  B. concession  C. confession  D. conviction 

34. There is little space in Grandma's bedroom. She always put _____ everywhere in her room. 

  A. in and out  B. ups and downs  C. a piece of cake  D. odds and ends 

35. They probably would have arrived on time, but _____, they got a flat tire and were delayed. 

  A. as a result  B. one way or another  C. as it was  D. in an instant 

36. We _______ to hear that the medicine has worked miracles and that the patient is recovering by  

  leaps and bounds.                                                     請接下頁…                                               
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  A. vomit  B. rejoice  C. resent  D. endorse 

37. Amy should rewrite her composition because her supporting ideas were _____ with the main   

  idea that she stated, which made the whole composition strange. 

  A. intellectual  B. definite  C. compatible  D. contradictory 

38. People come to the town of Wells to see the imposing and harmonious _____ of the Cathedral  

  and adjoining Bishop's Palace. 

  A. agriculture  B. architecture  C. multiculture  D. preservation 

39. It is difficult to ____ the reasons that certain big cities, such as New York and Chicago, are now  

  showing significant drops in crime rates. 

  A. flourish  B. intervene  C. pinpoint  D. overtake 

40. _____ supply of oxygen to the blood can cause death within minutes. 

  A. Unacceptable  B. Nonexistent  C. Insufficient  D. Abundant 

41. About one-third of Canada's people _____ the province of Ontario. 

  A. initiate  B. inherit  C. inhabit  D. inhibit 

42. I was told to consider both the _____ of owning a pet by my parents before I decided to buy the  

  puppy. 

  A. back and forth  B. ins and outs  C. pros and cons  D. lost and found 

43. While stocks and shares can go up or down, bonds are usually a ______ investment. 

  A. tight  B. solid  C. risky  D. verbal                                  請接下一頁… 
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44. The entrance ______ for the trade exhibition is NT$150, but people over sixty can get a  

  discount. 

  A. fare  B. bill  C. fee  D. cash 

45. A ______ has been found in our product, so we'll have to recall the whole line. 

  A. tariff  B. crew  C. flaw  D. guard 

46. The recent fad of cycling has made bike retailing a ______ business, both abroad and at home. 

  A. corporate  B. strategi  C. lucrative  D. reluctant 

47. The headquarters building ______ solar-powered lights and toilets that use rainwater. 

  A. proceeds  B. authorizes  C. features  D. manages 

48. The plane ran into bad weather, and the severe turbulence caused injury to several passengers    

  ______. 

  A. board  B. aboard  C. broad  D. abroad 

49. Ralph was promoted after he helped the company ______ that big project. 

  A. enable  B. nominate  C. utilize  D. secure 

50. As the story goes, Mulan went to war, _______ as a man, in place of her father to prevent him  

  from being killed on the battlefield. 

  A. disguised  B. dismissed  C. discharged  D. distracted 

 

 


